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Who are Valuechain?
We provide smart manufacturing software to build world class supply
chains. Our productivity, collaboration and intelligence solutions
enable organisations to improve competitiveness and become
Industry 4.0 ready.

What is AnalytiQs?
AnalytiQs is an effortless data visualisation tool, that consolidates all your data into one
place, and makes it easy to understand your business at a glance.
Streamlining data entry and analysis, AnalytiQs automatically pulls data from connected
systems in real time, and creates powerful graphs and charts to visualise your data, enabling
you to spot trends and identify root causes at the touch of a button.
AnalytiQs enables you to share your findings with employees, colleagues, customers or
suppliers to empower your team, make improvements, and grow your business. Ensure you
get the right data to the right people, at the right time to make informed decisions with
AnalytiQs.

Why AnalytiQs?
Everything you need, in one place
Connect to all your data – whether it’s ERP/MRP systems, standalone databases, spreadsheets
or cloud applications. Access all your data in one place, and view it all through your
personalised dashboard. Organise your dashboard by teams or departments to gain even
clearer insights.

Smart Dashboards
Your personalised dashboard updates automatically as it pulls data in realtime and places it right at your fingertips, so it’s available when you need it
most. And when you want to update stakeholders, securely share your reports
cross platform, as a PDF or in an email.

Unlimited ways to visualise your data
With many chart and graph options available, you’re guaranteed to find the
best way to view your data, so it’s meaningful to all your stakeholders.
Configure your charts to your needs, with endless customisable options.

Best Practice Reports Library
Unsure where to start? Search through our best practice reports library and
select a pre-built template to show the information you need, with none of
the hassle. If you can’t find exactly what you’re looking for, then you can
amend library reports or start from scratch and create advanced reports in
seconds.

“We have successfully collaborated with Valuechain to innovate and
integrate our business intelligence using AnalytiQs. They are a solutions
based business with a background in manufacturing and are always
several steps ahead of the game.”
Paul Mellor, Technical Director
Hyde Aero Products Ltd

Easy to get started
We can integrate with most systems within minutes, thanks to our intuitive setup wizard. Once you are ready, AnalytiQs’ intuitive user interface and online
help resources ensure it’s simple to get to the data you need, when you need
it.

Knowledge at your fingertips
Interested to know more about the data behind your charts? Just tap the
segment and drill down into your data to gain instant knowledge at the touch
of a button. Understand why performance was so good that month and learn
how to replicate it.

Access Your Data Anywhere
AnalytiQs is hosted in a secure data centre, so it doesn’t matter if you’re in
the office, on the shop floor or on business overseas, you can always stay up
to date with the latest information on how your business is performing.

Improve & Grow
Access and share best practice business intelligence quickly, to drive
continuous sustainable improvements. Make informed decisions, spot trends
and predict upcoming performance to stay ahead of the competition and
grow your business.
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How does it work?
CONNECT all your internal business systems and spreadsheets into one place
to create a consolidated data source.

ANALYSE

your consolidated data through highly customisable reports or
select from our comprehensive library of best practice industry reports.

VISUALISE your data through advanced charts and personalised dashboards.
COLLABORATE

with cross functional teams and supply chain partners by
securely sharing the right data with the right people at the right team.

ACCESS

your real-time business data and key performance measures
anytime, anywhere and securely through PCs, laptops, tablets or mobile phones.
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